Abstract-In the research of EPA temperature transducer, Platinum temperature-resistance is used as forward transducer input. Because standard format of R t − is a quartic equation on t when temperature is between -200 and 0 centigrade, a suitable method must be found so that we can calculate the temperature value online. On the same time, this method should be easy to realize and fit to be applied in embedded environment. So in this article, a new analytic method will be argued, which bases on the theory of quartic equation with one known and cubic equation with one known. The calculation result is compared with Newton's method and the error is analyzed through MATLAB. It is proved that this analytic method has no model error and the time for calculating is fixed and it can also be applied in similar fields if necessary.
INTRODUCTION
EPA(Ethernet for plant automation) is Chinese first independent intellectual property field bus national standard drafted by Zhejiang University, SUPCON GROUP CO., LTD, Shenyang Institute of Automation, the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Dalian University of Technology etc and other dozens of meter manufactures, as in [1] . As a sub project of the National High Technology Research and Development Program of China (863)-"The Real-time Performance Test and Meter Technology Research", a very important content is developing high precision temperature transducer. It is well known that there are all kinds of methods in industrial temperature measure, such as thermistor, semiconductor, platinum resistance thermometer sensor, thermocouple etc, because of platinum resistance thermometer sensor with the advantages of high precision, low cost, convenient application and wild flexibility, so it is adopted as front sensor in our temperature transducer.
If we want to measure temperature through Platinum resistance thermometer, the most important thing is how to calculate the value of temperature depending on the value of resistance which is easy to get by actual circle. There are two methods are used in common, one is curve fitting and the other is arithmetic. Curve fitting is based on some arithmetic method, such as least square procedure, to fit the values in reference table. Arithmetic method is getting the value through R t − equation. Compared with curve fitting, arithmetic has the advantages of non calculation error, fixed calculation time and wide application environment, etc. So the specific derivative process will be argued in this article and the error will be analyzed by MATLAB, a popular tool software.
II. DERIVATIVE PROCESS OF

R t −
The derivative process of t R − equation is based on the arithmetical computation of cubic equation with one known and quartic equation with one known and the essential method is variable substitution.
A. R t − Equation
To Platinum resistance thermometer of Pt100,Pt10,BA1, BA2, the R t − equation is:
Special for Pt100 [3] . 
C. The Numerical Method of Tartaglia
Where 100
If a variable substitution is used to eliminate 
The condition of perfect square to right part of Equ (7) is 0 Δ = , so: Here let v k l = + , it can be:
Based on the theory of quadratic equation, we can draw a 
If we obtain the value of u and combine it with Equ(7), we can get two equations which are equal to Equ(7). One is Here the value of t can be calculated out by / 4 t y a = − and this is the actual temperature value we want to obtain. But if only depending on the format of these four roots, we couldn't judge which is right, thus we select some numerical value from reference table of Pt100 and test them by 1 
is what we have looked for. Basing on equations of (16)(15)(14)(11)(9)(6)(4), we can calculate the value of temperature through the value of resistance by now. The average time of single calculation is about 396 microseconds, in other words, almost 2525 times of calculation can be done in one second if MCU only do this one thing. Though this is an extreme case, considering actual situation, it is also enough for industrial application.
We abstract some resistance value between 18.49 and 100 randomly and calculate the corresponding temperature value. The standard value from reference table of PT100 and our calculation result are shown in From Table1, we can find that the calculation result is very near to the value from reference table of PT100.
IV. COMPARE AND ERROR ANALYZING
When analytic results are not available, we often use numerical techniques to find approximations to roots. Newton's method is an efficient method of finding roots of complicated functions and applied wildly in actual project calculation. To find a root with Newton's method it is necessary to start with an initial guess. The next step is to find a tangent line to the graph at this point. The intersection with axis defines a first approximation to the root. To improve the approximation, repeat these two steps with the new point as the initial guess. Repeat the whole procedure until you are satisfied with the quality of the approximation. In mathematical terms, this iterative procedure can be written as follows: , the error is 0.18%, so we can draw a conclusion that t R − equation is a near expression only.
The reason of error is due to its itself approximate, not our calculation process.
V. CONCLUSION
Practice has shown that using this method to calculate temperature is correct and feasible. Though much float calculation must be done, the running speed of current MCU is high and the trend of temperature change is slow usually, so this weakness can be ignored. Cubic equation with one known and quartic equation with one known are common in engineering calculation, so this analytic method mentioned in the article has practical and theoretical meaning.
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